Example case history and feedback: specialist partners – Pod- we do what we say we are going to do
Pod was first engaged by Care Fertility, the UK’s largest independent and NHS funded provider of fertility care in
2013. Care Fertility requested development programmes to support staff undertaking educational medical and nursing
presentations to prospective patients and clients wishing to use fertility services.
Pod have subsequently designed and delivered a range of successful presentation skills programmes for all levels of
staff – consultants, senior and middle managers, midwives, nurses and embryologists.
Customer / delegate feedback: Advanced presentation skills and coaching for senior managers/consultants/midwives
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Standard of Tutors/ Consultants
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Pace of course:

Easy to keep track of content, reiteration good

The content was very helpful but at times overwhelming as so much to take in, in a short time

A little rushed, but that may have been as we started late

Steady pace
Relevance to job/team and usefulness to you personally:

Very – presenting in 11 days

Have to do presentations internally, good pointers for future

Very useful
Standard of tutors/consultants:

Very presentable, professional, approachable

Worked well together

Very good, worked very well as a tem, well balanced

Very high standard
Did you personally enjoy the course:

Yes

I thoroughly enjoyed today and feel I am taking a lot away, thought provoking

A necessary evil – was my thought before attending but put at ease and found the course
more enjoyable than when I arrived

Enjoyed it
How much did you learn on the course:

Lots – all useful!

I feel that I will be able to present in a more confident manner my objectives were met

Feel more confident with the idea of presentations now

Lots and lots – all good stuff

Customer reference if required
We are happy for you to talk to our customers to hear what they have to say about pod.
Contact pod: contact@pod-associates.com
Tel: 01455 617952
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